Dear CAW Alumni, dear friends and guests of the CAW,

you have a favourite beer – from your region/your home country or maybe even brewed by yourself – and you want to share your enthusiasm about it with the world? The Club Ausländischer Weihenstephaner offers the right platform for your beer. Every week we publish the "CAW Beer of the Week" on our social media profiles and on our homepage. All we need from you to showcase your favourite beer is a **text (100–150 words)** describing the beer with all senses (appearance, smell, taste, mouthfeel etc.), as well as a **high-resolution image** of the beer in a glass together with the bottle or can. Below you will find an example of how text and image are finally edited for publication.

You send us the picture and text – preferably via e-mail to info@dercaw.de – and we will take care of the layout. We look forward to hearing more about your favourite beers!

---

**Brouwerij Lindemans Framboise**

recommended by Stefan Steinhauser

Belgium

Fruit beer/Lambic

0,25 l

c. 2,5 % vol.

Raspberry juice is part of summer for every child. Whether as a simple drink or as a syrup with vanilla ice cream or pudding. Brouwerij Lindemans proves that raspberry juice can not only enrich sweet delicacies, but also perfectly complement sour lambic. As soon as you open the bottle, you think you'll find your nose in a bowl of freshly picked raspberries. In the glass, the Framboise is pink, almost red, with a light pink head. The taste is distinctly sweet and fruity, with the tart notes of the lambic very discreetly in the background. Some people may not recognise any beer in Framboise with its mere 2.5 % vol., but that is precisely what makes it an ideal companion on a hot summer's day. While the children drink raspberry juice with relish, we recommend the Framboise from Brouwerij Lindemans for the parents.